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Abstract— In this paper, an anthropomorphic robot hand
called SKKU Hand II is presented, which has a miniaturized
fingertip tactile sensor. The thumb is designed as one part of the
palm and provides the mobility of the palm. The fingertip tactile
sensor, based on polyvinylidene fluoride(PVDF) and pressure
variable resistor ink, is physically flexible enough to be deformed
into any three-dimensional geometry. In order to detect incipient
slip, a PVDF strip is arranged along the direction normal to the
surface of the finger of the robot hand. Also, a thin flexible sensor
to sense the static force as well as the contact location is fabricated
into an arrayed type using pressure variable resistor ink. The
driving circuits for the SKKU Hand II are embedded in the
hand, and each driving circuit communicates with others using
CAN protocol. In addition, a tactile sensing system is developed
with miniaturized electronic hardwares such as charge amplifier,
signal processing unit etc., and it is integrated into the robot
hand. The SKKU Hand II is manufactured and feasibility of
the hand and the fingertip tactile sensor is validated through
preliminary experiments.

Index Terms— Anthropomorphic robot hand, Thumb, PVDF,
Thin flexible force sensor, Tactile sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, robots have begun to perform various tasks on

replacing the human in the daily life such as cleaning, enter-

tainments etc. In order to accomplish the effective performance

of intricate and precise tasks, robot hand must have special

capabilities, such as decision making in given condition, auton-

omy in unknown situation and stable manipulation of object.

It must also possess tactile information to be able to carry

out complicated manipulative tasks in a natural environment.

Consequently, the tactile sensor is required to support natural

interaction between the robot and the environment.

Many researches on the anthropomorphic multi-fingered

robot hand have been reported up to now. The Utah/MIT hand

developed by Jacobsen et al. is driven by actuators that are

located in a place remote from the robot hand frame and

connected by tendon cables [1]. Hirzinger et al. developed

DLR-Hand II, which build the actuators into the hand. Each

finger of robot hand is equipped with motors, 6-DOF fingertip

force torque sensor and integrated electronics [3]. Kawasaki

et al. presented anthropomorphic robot hand called the Gifu

hand III, which has a thumb and four fingers. The thumb

has 4 joints with 4-DOF and each of the fingers has 4 joints

with 3-DOF. Moreover, the distributed tactile sensor which is

made of conductive ink is arranged about 859 sensing points

on the palm and the fingers [4]. Shimojo et al. utilized the

pressure conductive rubber as a pressure sensitive material.

They attached the sensor onto a four finger robot hand and a

demonstrated its grasping operations with a column, sphere,

etc [5]. Although a number of researches have been done

up to now, however, their motion of robot hands is unlike

that of the human because the mechanism of robot hands is

different from that of human in many aspects. A study on the

grasping motion of the human hand noted that the metacarpal

link of the thumb plays the key role in power grasping [6].

Despite these differences, However, many researches have

been investigated about the robot hand of gripper type, which

is difficult to perform dexterous grasping and manipulation

of object like the human hand. Furthermore, most developed

robot hands are larger than human hands. In addition, more

researches are still necessary to put the tactile sensor into the

practical use, because there remain many problems such as

the limitations in the hardware as well as the algorithms for

signal processing [7] [8].

In this paper, we propose an anthropomorphic robot hand

called SKKU Hand II, which has a miniaturized tactile sensor

applicable to the robot hand. Thumb is at an angle opposite

to its other fingers, and the thumb and fingers are orthogonal,

such that it can performs dexterous grasping and manipulation

like the human hand. The hand is similar to the human hand

in geometry and size because inessential degree-of-freedom

is abbreviated during grasping. All parts of the SKKU Hand

II were composed of independent modules from each finger

to the electric board for control. Moreover, SKKU Hand II’s

fingertip tactile sensor is composed of two functional units: a

PVDF-based slip sensor designed to detect slippage such as

stick-slips between sensing elements and contact surfaces, and

a thin flexible force sensor that can read the contact force of

and geometrical information on the object using a pressure-

variable resistor ink. The Actuators, driving circuits of SKKU

Hand II and its entire sensing system are embedded in the

hand, and each driving circuit communicates with others using

CAN protocol.

This paper is organized as follows. In the section II and III,

kinematic design and mechanical design of SKKU Hand II are

presented. Also, system schematic of robot hand is described
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in the section IV. The issues on the development of the PVDF

texture sensor and thin flexible force sensor are discussed in

the section V. In the section VI, experimental procedures for

evaluation of the performance of the robot hand which has

fingertip tactile sensors are mentioned. And finally the paper

is concluded with summary in the section VII.

Fig. 1. SKKU Hand II with tactile sensor

II. KINEMATIC DESIGN OF SKKU HAND II

To develop the SKKU Hand II, the design process started

with the simulation to get optimal ratios of link lengths of

finger [9] [10]. We estimated an index of power grasping and

fingertip grasping using kinetics model. Through the kinematic

analysis and simulation, we decided that the ratio of length of

link is 2-3-5 by Fibonacci sequence. Human hand is able to

grasp objects by finger and thumb crossing each other to length

way. The position of thumb and other finger is opposite to

each other and thumb parallels other finger when gripper-type

robot hand is grasping. However, in case of anthropomorphic

robot hand, it grasps an object using the angle to direction of

length of each finger for the power grasp and fingertip grasp.

Especially, it has more powerful grasp by using the angle to

direction of length of each finger in pinch grasp.

TABLE I

SPECIFICATION OF SKKU HAND II

Joint Gear Torque Size Weight
[Nm] [L × W][mm] [kg]

Finger J1 275:1 0.115
J2 258:1 0.106 115 × 22.5 0.116

Thumb J3 275:1 0.285
J4 275:1 0.285
J5 258:1 0.106 139 × 28 0.242
J6 64:1 0.0297

Total - - - - 0.9

III. THE MECHANICAL DESIGN OF SKKU HAND II

As shown in Fig. 1, the SKKU Hand II is designed to be

anthropomorphic in terms of geometry, size, kinesis so that

it performs power grasping and fingertip grasping as well as

manipulations like the human hand. Especially, all of the parts

consist of modules for easy development, maintenance and

repair.

A. Finger Module

(a) Finger module (b) Structure of Distal Phalange

Fig. 2. Finger module

As shown in Fig. 2, the SKKU Hand II has three fingers, and

it is about 1.1 times bigger than a human hand. Each finger

module has total 3-DOF, including coupled joint of the last

two joints, and degree of freedom of finger of robot hand is

smaller than that of human finger and the difference is due to

the reduction of unnecessary degree of freedom for the ability

of grasp and maximization of efficiency with size of robot

hand very close to that of human hand. The actuator of finger

module has two electric motors. And every motor is installed

possibly close to palm module in order to consider weight

balance and kinesis. And the last two joints, Distal phalange

and Medial phalange joint, are mechanically coupled like a

human finger by the pulley and timing belt. Also it has some

special space for being easy to install a variety sensors and

the sensor processing circuit, in which for movement is more

similar to human hand.

B. Thumb Module

Fig. 3. Composition of thumb Module

The thumb module has four DOF, and it is about 1.1 times

bigger than a human thumb. The thumb has played a very

important part in the anthropomorphic robot hand as well as

human hand. The thumb can fulfill a complex work by means

of saddle joint that is closest to the wrist. In general, the saddle

joint of human has 3-DOF, and it is possible to manipulate any

motion in the three-dimensional space because the motion of

pitch, roll and yaw is performed simultaneously. The motion
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of pitch and roll is usually used to grasp the object, and the

motion of yaw is used to circumvolve the object(precision

grasp) motion like opening the cap of bottle. As depicted in

Fig. 3 and 4, SKKU Hand II is realized with mechanism which

imitates the role of saddle joint of human, but motion of yaw

is neglected. The transmission of power is used with the bevel

gear with 1:1 ratio, but distal phalange joint is composed of

the Double Universal Joint so that the position of motor stays

close to palm module and for the independence of actuators.

(a) Thumb module (b) Saddle joint

Fig. 4. Thumb Module

C. Fingertip Module

Fig. 5. The surface of fingertip depending on the grasping modalities

The shape of human fingertip is not just round but poly-

hedral. The surface of the fingertip can be discriminated into

five parts depending on the grasping modalities such as pinch

grasp, fingertip grasp and power grasp. As shown in Fig. 5,

the fingertip grasp uses a bottom of fingernail, the pitch grasp

that hold a small and long object strongly and safely uses a

side of fingertip. In the power grasp which is for wrapping

an arbitrary object, the object is restricted using bottom of

finger, thumb, and palm, and then object is fixed by bottom

of fingertip at last. Consequently, the fingertip of SKKU Hand

II is designed as a unique shape which can realize composite

task like fingertip of human.

23.5

39.5

Fig. 6. Motor control board

D. Motor Control Board

Our anthropomorphic robot hand has the ten motor control

boards. As shown in Fig. 6, each board size is 39.5 x 23.5(mm)

and every board is able to control just one corresponding

motor. All of this board is composed independently from

each other, but they are connected by CAN protocol. Also

main microprocessor of Motor Control Board used PIC16F458

and the Motor control board includes the current sensor and

counter chip to check the state of motor in real time. Each

current sensor which can be utilized information of force

feedback control with tactile sensor of fingertip is used to

measure the torque of finger joint.

IV. CONTROL OF THE SKKU HAND II

Fig. 7. System schematic of SKKU Hand II

The SKKU Hand II is able to control and communicate with

motor control boards through CAN communication method.

As shown in Fig. 7, motors are controlled by each independent

motor control board respectively. If main control receives a

message for control of finger from other application, this

message is sent to each motor control board by the main

controller. Then motor controllers control the motors of each

finger using PID control. Force feedback control can be

interpreted in the main controller using output signal of thin

flexible force sensor, PVDF slip sensor which is embedded

each fingertip and current sensor which is integrated motor

controller, and then, feedback parameters is sent to motor

control module.

V. TACTILE SENSOR OF SKKU HAND II

A. Slip sensor using PVDF

Since Kawai discovered strong piezoelectricity in PVDF

in 1969, PVDF has been used in a lot of commercial prod-

ucts [11]. The voltage output of PVDF is 10 times higher

than piezo-ceramics for the same force input [12]. The frame

of PVDF strip is defined in terms of the length direction

(direction 1), normal to the length direction in the plane of the

film (direction 2) and normal to the plane of the PVDF strip

(direction 3). When a PVDF strip is compressed by a probe

on a rigid flat surface, assuming that both the flat surface and
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the probe are friction-free, the film is free to expand along the

1-1 and 2-2 directions, the output charge can be expressed as

Q

A
= d33σ3 = d33(

F

A3
) (1)

Q = d33F (2)

where A3 denotes the electroded area of the PVDF strip

formed in the 3-3 plane, d33 represents the piezoelectric strain

coefficient along the 3-3 direction, σ3n is stress applied in

the 3-3 direction. Therefore, the surface charge Q from the

piezoelectric phenomena is proportional to the applied force

F . Now, we explain the manufacturing and design of a minia-

turized PVDF sensor with high sensitivity. Polyvinylidene

fluoride pellets (Aldrich Chemical Co.) are pressed using a hot

press machine. The thickness of fabricated films has a value

between 50 and 70μm. Then, the surface electrodes on both

sides are fabricated using silk-screening technique with silver

paste. By this method, a cost-effective and simple fabrication

process is secured. In order to exhibit high piezoelectricity in

the fabricated films, the fabricated PVDF film is polarized by

applying the strong electric field using the high voltage supply.

As shown in Fig. 8, the PVDF sensor consists of single PVDF

strip with the thickness of 100μm, 0.8mm width and 10mm

length, where the sensing element has the size of 0.4mm ×
4mm.

0.1mm 10mm

0.8mm

PVDF strip

Electrode

PVDF strip

Silicone

Fig. 8. Schematic of PVDF sensor and photograph

B. Thin flexible force sensor

PVDF is adequate for sensing dynamic force, not the static

one. In this research, pressure variable resistor ink (Creative

Materials Inc.) is used to develop a force sensor. Pressure

variable resistor ink is an electrically conductive ink, where its

resistance decreases as the pressure goes up. The force sensor

is fabricated by sandwiching the ink between two polyester

films with the pattern of electrodes. When the fixed input

voltage is applied to the sensor, it can read the change of the

output value amplified by the voltage gain. Thus, the output

is written by

Vout = −Vcc
RF

Rs
= −VccRF Ss (3)

where Rs is resistance of force sensor, Ss denotes the con-

ductance, that is, the reciprocal of resistance. Also, RF is the

op-amp’s feedback resistance.

To develop a force sensor with high resolution, the electrode

pattern of the grid type is adopted in this research. The two

polyester films are aligned as a grid while the pressure variable

resistor ink layers face each other. Thus, each cross section

of the grid forms single sensing element of the force sensor.

As shown in Figs. 9 and, the size of each sensing element

is 0.5mm × 0.5mm and the total number of sensing elements

goes up to 24. In the current approach, it is possible to read 24

sensing elements only with 8 input voltage lines and 4 output

signal lines although the timing circuit is required.

Sensing element
(0.5mm x 0.5mm)

24 sensing elements

Electrode

Pressure variable
resistor ink

Polyester film

Polyester film

Electrode

Sensing element
(0.5mm x 0.5mm)

24 sensing elements

Fig. 9. Fingertip force sensor

C. Integrated tactile sensor

The fingertip tactile sensor consists of two different sensing

elements, that is a thin flexible force sensor for detecting the

contact force and location and the PVDF sensor for incipient

slip. The structure of the fingertip tactile sensor is shown in

Fig. 10. Thin flexible force sensor which possesses 24 sensing

elements is attached under the fingertip to detect static contact

force. Also, the PVDF sensor which has two PVDF strips is

located on the thin flexible force sensor to detect dynamic

response such as slippage using the mechanical deformation

of the silicone.

D. Hardware for signal processing

In this section, we introduce the miniaturized electronic

hardware to be utilized for signal processing. Two signal

amplifiers have been developed in this research. One of them

is for the PVDF sensor and the other for the force sensor.

The amplifier for PVDF sensor is basically used to convert

the minute charge output from the PVDF strip into the voltage

signal. The circuit for the PVDF sensor amplifier with the size
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A

A

Thin flexible
force sensor

Cross section AA

PVDF sensor PVDF strip

Thumb tip
of robot hand

Fig. 10. Structure of fingertip tactile sensor
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Fig. 11. Photograph of tactile sensing system

of 18mm × 14mm, consists of charge amplifier, non-inverting

amplifier and 60 Hz notch filter. Different from the PVDF

sensor amplifier, the force sensor amplifier just amplifies the

output voltage of the sensor using an Op-amp. The circuit

for the signal processing is designed on single board for

data acquisition, control, communication. Data acquisition

and communication are performed by using microcontroller

(C8051F311). The signal processing board is able to transmit

data to the PC via RS232 or SMBus. The microprocessor in

the signal processing unit is able to receive amplified output

signals from each sensing element by periodical scanning. The

amplified signals are transformed into digital data with the A/D

converter which is included in the microcontroller. Therefore,

the developed configuration of the force sensor and slip sensor

can effectively control all the sensing elements by using the

minimum number of input and output signal lines.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In the first experiments, the sensor was touched and rubbed

after installing on the fingertip. As shown in Fig. 12, it is

noted that there exists the sharp change of signals, which

implies that stick-slip occurred between the sensor and the

contact surface. Also, the weight of 100g was rolled on

the PVDF sensor. As shown in Fig. 13, the effect of stick-

slip was not found and the smoother patterns of the signal

compared to Fig. 12, was observed. When the weight of 100g

rolled on the sensing element the output indicated about 1.2V

constantly. Consequently, it is concluded that the characteristic

of response can be discriminated depending on the surface

characteristics of the object and the contact method, although

calibrations are still needed.

In the second, the force sensor was tested. Static loads with

the weight of 100g and 200g were applied, and the responses

were obtained. As shown in Fig. 14, the output voltages of

2V and 4.25V were obtained for each weight. It is noted

that the output has linear relation with the weight. Before the

integrated tactile sensor was attached to the robot hand, the

SKKU Hand II was tested by grasping a bottle. As shown in

Fig. 15, it is possible to confirm that the developed robot hand

can grasp the bottle stably. Finally, the overall sensing system

was tested by attaching it to the robot hand. We conformed

the contact information through the user interface on the PC

as shown in Fig. 16(a). It shows the contact information when

we pressed the sensor in the fingertip. According to display

of the user interface, the output distribution changes and the

PVDF sensor responded to the stimuli sensitivity. In addition,

Fig. 16(a) shows the contact information when robot hand

grasped the bottle using the power grasping. According to

the contact condition between sensing elements and contact

surfaces of bottle, each fingertip sensor shows corresponding

response. Therefore, it is possible to confirm that the each

fingertip tactile sensor can detect the static force, location of

contact and slippage.

Touched sensing element
of PVDF sensor

Rubbed sensing area
of PVDF sensor

Fig. 12. Signal output from touching and rubbing.

Maximum voltage : 1.2[V]
The weight of 100g is rolling on
the sensing element PVDF sensor.

Fig. 13. Signal output from rolling of 100g weight.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research, an anthropomorphic robot hand called

SKKU Hand II was developed. Different from the previous

gripper-type robot hands, the thumb of SKKU Hand II is

designed as one part of the palm and provides the mobility of

the palm. The robot hand is actuated by built-in DC motors,
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and fingertip tactile sensors are attached to its fingertips.

A tactile sensor which can detects contact normal forces

as well as slip is made of two organic materials, such as

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) that is known as piezoelectric

polymer, and pressure variable resistor ink. The motor control

boards and sensing systems were miniaturized as small as

to be integrated into the robot hand. The SKKU Hand II

which integrated fingertip tactile sensors is validated through

preliminary experiments. In the next research, we will control

the robot hand for dexterous grasping and manipulation using

the force feedback from the fingertip tactile sensors and

evaluation will be performed.

When we applied to
the weight of 100g

When we applied to
the weight of 200g

Output voltage :
about 2.00 V

Output voltage :
about 4.25 V

Fig. 14. When we applied to the weight of 100g and 200g.

Fig. 15. Movement of SKKU Hand II.

Fingertip tactile sensor

User interface of
tactile sensors

SKKU hand II

(a) SKKU Hand II (b) Experiment of power grasping
task.

Fig. 16. Experiments of SKKU Hand II with fingertip tactile sensors
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